MAGIC LANTERN CINEMA PRESENTS

UNBOUND IMAGINARIES
EXPANDING BLACKNESS IN RECENT FILM

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 20TH
6-8PM EST
PROGRAMMED BY ADEL BEN BELLA, KAYCI MERRITTE, SHERENA RAZEK AND STEPHEN WOO

A VIRTUAL SCREENING EVENT OF SHORTS FOLLOWED BY A PANEL DISCUSSION WITH THE FILMMAKERS MODERATED BY LEONARD CORTANA

PART I
WOMXN, THE MOVIE
EDEN TINTO COLLINS, ADRIEN GYSTERE PESKINE
TWAAGA
CEDRIC IDO

PART II
PEAT BOG
JADE MONTSERRAT, WEBB-ELLIS
FORGIVE ME (WITHOUT ROOT)
STELLA RAE BINION
4 WATERS: DEEP IMPLICANCY
DENISE FERREIRA DA SILVA, ARJUNA NEUMAN

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

SPONSORED BY THE MALCOLM S. FORBES CENTER FOR CULTURE AND MEDIA STUDIES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF MODERN CULTURE AND MEDIA